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Suggestions for Improving the English
Language Curriculum at SUAC
A Study on New English Education at 
Japanese Universities
The Uncanny Return of Dissociated Landscapes:
Bram Stoker's early novels as media recording 
the changing sense of sight in the 19th century
Logic of Industrial Agglomeration:
A Case of Industrial Agglomeration in 
one industrial city
''Society'' as a Social Technology 
―In 1958 SHOT was established.
Academic Term Structure and Educational 
Effectiveness: Comparison of Japanese and 
American Universities
Academic Information Retrieval System 
For Information Literacy Education
Report on the Exhibition 
“Genshoku 1968"
Addressing the Body: A Study on body
modification as historical representation
Transition of the design promotion 
administration in Shizuoka Prefecture
Investigation of the sitting posture in a rest space
- The comparison between young people and aged people -
Trends of Vibration Control Technology and
 Its Applications for Machines and Structures
Report on the Summer School in 
Kanbara












































Faculty of Cultural Policy and Management, Department of International Culture (Professor) 
English Literature
Faculty of Cultural Policy and Management, Department of International Culture (Associate Professor) 
English Oral Literature 
Faculty of Cultural Policy and Management, Department of International Culture (Associate Professor)  
American Literature
Faculty of Cultural Policy and Management, Department of International Culture (Lecturer) 
English Literature
Faculty of Cultural Policy and Management, Department of Regional Cultural Policy and Management (Professor)
Economics . Regional Economy
Faculty of Cultural Policy and Management, Department of Regional Cultural Policy and Management (Professor)
German Social and Economic History . History of Technology
Faculty of Cultural Policy and Management, Department of Regional Cultural Policy and Management 
(Associate Professor) Theory and Method of Social Problems . Sociology of the World
Faculty of Cultural Policy and Management, Department of Regional Cultural Policy and Management 
(Associate Professor) Information  Architecture
Faculty of Cultural Policy and Management, Department of Regional Cultural Policy and Management 
(Associate Professor) Library and Information Science
Faculty of Cultural Policy and Management,Department of Art Management (Professor)
Modern Art . Museology
Faculty of Cultural Policy and Management, Department of Art Management (Lecturer) 
Contemporary Art
Faculty of Design, Department of Art and Science (Associate Professor)
CAD/CAM/CAE
Faculty of Design, Department of Industrial Design (Associate Professor) 
Design Policy . Regional Design
Faculty of Design, Department of Industrial Design (Lecturer)
Ergonomics
Otsuma Women's University, Institute of Human Living Sciences (Research Assistant) 
Ergonomics
Faculty of Design, Department of Art and Science  (Professor) 
Mechanical Engineering
Faculty of Design, Department of Art and Science (Associate Professor)
Media Art
Faculty of Design, Department of Space and Architecture (Professor) 
Urban Design . Environmental Design
Faculty of Design, Department of Space and Architecture (Associate Professor) 
Metal Hammering
Faculty of Cultural Policy and Management, Department of Art Management (Associate Professor) 
Museum Management . Arts Administration
Faculty of Cultural Policy and Management, Department of Art Management (Professor) 
Photography
Faculty of Design,Department of Space and Architecture (Associate Professor)
Architecture . Enviromental Design
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